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''A probation officer adopts the child from one of her cases.'' -- In the Echo''

''Rashomon' set among the cops, politicians and E.M.T.'s in Los Angeles.'' -- Boomtown''

''A 29-year-old Congressional aide runs against her boss.'' -- The Capital City''

Every television show starts as a phrase called a log line. Typically, it has the word ''young'' in it and doctors/lawyers/detectives fighting the
system/one another. This phrase will be polished to perfection and then sold to agents, to the networks and -- assuming months of unbelievable
luck -- to audiences via TV listings.

Often, at first, it is cribbed from another show. Last summer, Rod Lurie's agent arranged a meeting with a production company that was looking
to set up a ''very rich'' TV deal for him. They just needed an idea. A former film journalist, Lurie is the 40-year-old director of the movies ''The
Contender'' (which he also wrote) and ''The Last Castle''; he is sedate and articulate and has a sincere adoration for film. His dimly lighted office
in North Hollywood is wallpapered with autographed movie posters and his 1984 diploma from West Point. ''I had never thought about TV in
any way,'' Lurie admits, which became clear when the executives showed up. ''I had no ideas,'' he says. ''So I said: 'I watch ''The West Wing,'' and
I see a show about good people doing the right thing. Why don't we do a show about bad people doing the wrong thing?'''

The executives immediately went back to their cars and made an offer. This alacrity is not uncommon in television, and neither was Lurie's
response, which was to switch from pursued to pursuer. He approached other production companies, honing a pitch based on a meeting he'd
had with Senator Blanche Lambert Lincoln of Arkansas while doing research for ''The Contender.'' Lincoln had run for Congress against her
former boss.

''The initial reason to say yes to TV was the money -- it was just too big,'' Lurie says. ''Then it just became extremely enticing -- some of the lowest-
ranking shows on television pull in six million people. That would have equaled twice as much money at the box office as 'The Last Castle'
eventually made.''

Development in the television industry operates on a precise, rigorous clock, and every year a new market opens for good or ''fresh'' or at least
sellable ideas, and it needs sellers like Lurie. It is a lucrative market, though the odds are bad to brutal. A network will buy 100 pitches to make
into scripts and spend millions turning 20 into ''pilots.'' These pilots are all made during the same three months in the spring, which creates, as
one producer called it, ''a climate of fear'' that descends on Los Angeles -- fear'' because in that mad dash to delivery, these pilots, despite
staggering infant-mortality rates, begin inevitably to matter to their creators. In mid-May, each network usually ''picks up'' somewhere between 5
and 10 pilots to become series for the fall. Roughly two-thirds of the pilots, the best efforts of each network, are stillborn. They vanish from the
press releases, from the trades and from the résumés. And every year, first-timers make the mistake of caring too much in an industry that
succeeds by not.

This pilot process, traditionally an insular, closed-door drama involving television veterans, has lately become infiltrated by a surprising number
of filmmakers. From time to time, one would take a stab at television -- Steven Spielberg produced ''E.R.,'' for instance, and Jerry Bruckheimer
does ''C.S.I.'' -- but over the past couple of years the presence of film talent has grown larger and more varied. Everyone from Hollywood hit-
makers to indie outliers is now pitching TV ideas.

''These film people come to TV because they know, in a year, whether or not their show will be on the air,'' says Leslie Moonves, president of CBS.
''Anything is better than the development hell'' of film. In addition to bigger players like Sylvester Stallone, this year's crop included Lurie, the
independent film director Allison Anders and Graham Yost, the screenwriter of ''Speed'' -- all first-time show creators, putting their work forward
in this strange and unforgiving environment. ''If you do a movie, and it doesn't do what it's supposed to do, you can always say, 'I still have this
film,''' Anders says. ''But in TV, if you do a pilot and it doesn't get picked up, you don't have anything.'' All that you have is your story.

Allison Anders is a natural den mother -- she calls people she has just met ''Honey'' and ''Sweetie'' and went around prepping multiple areas of
her house in North Hollywood so her pregnant cat could choose where to best have her kittens. Last year, she finished a small autobiographical
film about a rape survivor called ''Things Behind the Sun,'' which she sold to Showtime. After regularly hawking her films (''Gas Food Lodging''
and ''Mi Vida Loca'') at Sundance, she says, ''I was, like, 'If I have another movie come out and die in the theaters in two weeks, I am going to
die.''' When her film played on cable, her attitude about television changed. ''Five million people saw my movie on the first night that it aired on
Showtime,'' Anders says. ''I've never had five million people see one of my films in the theaters.''

Her idea for a one-hour drama was, by TV standards, a deeply personal concept. When a cast member from Anders's film ''Mi Vida Loca,'' about
female gang life in Los Angeles, died and left behind a 2 1/2-year-old boy, Anders took him in. She had been trying to make the story of the
adoption as a film, but it wasn't working. So she sold the concept to CBS, which paid for her to write the script with a collaborator, Kurt Voss.
The ''money'' for a single network half-hour prime-time drama pilot script can range from the Writers Guild scale minimum of $28,687.50 to
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$250,000 for established names. (''Blind'' overall deals -- to acquire the ideas of known directors or writers in advance of actually having them --
can jump into the millions.) The show, titled ''In the Echo,'' grew out of Anders's time living in Echo Park, a largely Hispanic Los Angeles
neighborhood, with her son, Ruben, and her two daughters. As Anders says, ''I wanted to show L.A. as people don't see L.A.''

This desire to show Los Angeles ''as it really is'' turned out to be unusually common this year. ''I thought I was fresh doing a cop show set in L.A.,''
says Yost, 42, whose pilot script ''Boomtown'' was bought by NBC. ''Well, there are four cop shows set in L.A. as pilots this year.'' The inspiration
may simply be economic. Network advertising money atrophied 16 percent last year, from a record-shattering $8.1 billion in 2000 to $6.9 billion
in 2001. So rooting shows in the ''gritty'' (read: cheap) side of L.A. sounds good to the networks.

The hidden instigators of selling season are also its biggest beneficiaries -- the agents. It's their annual sure thing, since each network is
guaranteed to make 100 deals. Lurie, Anders and Yost were all prompted into their TV deals by their agents, those most aware of the industry
clock. The film business, the agent's other source of income, is never as regular and punctual.

''Every year, my agent asks me if I have anything to pitch,'' Yost says in his cozy office, scattered with wind-up toys, in Monterey, Calif., where he
lives with his wife and two children. It's an idyllic headquarters for a screenwriter, blocks from the harbor. (''We have horses on our property,'' he
says. ''Thank you, 'Speed.''') But it's an impossible location for the potential executive producer of a TV show. Yost made a deal with his wife that
if a good enough idea came along, one ''worth disrupting our family for,'' he would move back to L.A. and fly up on weekends. When Yost's
agent called, he had just finished his rewrite of the screenplay for ''The Last Castle'' and was casting around for a new project.

In addition to his film credits, Yost has written for the HBO miniseries ''From the Earth to the Moon'' and ''Band of Brothers'' and spent a
handful of ''bad, silent'' weeks on ABC's ''Full House'' before he quit. (A day later, ''Speed'' sold.) While interviewing four vets about a battle for
''Band of Brothers,'' he realized that each had a different account. ''I thought, Wouldn't it be cool to see one event, back up and then see it again
from a different view?'' he says. ''To do the 'Rashomon' thing, but not strictly the 'Rashomon' thing. I haven't even watched 'Rashomon,' and I'm
not going to watch it until this show is dead.''

By late January, Lurie, Anders and Yost all learned that their scripts got ''pilot orders,'' but each took a slightly different form, which reveals how
the networks can hedge their bets. ''The Capital City,'' Lurie's show, got green-lighted as a two-hour pilot. ''I think they assumed I would get a
really strong cast and there would be an event around that,'' Lurie says. Two-hour pilots are also a way for the network to recover losses should
the pilot not go to series -- it can be run as a movie of the week. (David Lynch's movie ''Mulholland Falls,'' initially conceived as an episodic series,
was designed as a two-hour pilot that was eventually nixed by ABC.) Except in Lurie's case, ''The Capital City'' script ends with its own beginning
-- the young aide deciding to run for office -- which would make it hard to broadcast by itself.

Yost's prismatic ''Boomtown'' would be shot as a standard 44-minute pilot (the length of a show without ads) to be directed by Jon Avnet, a
filmmaker (''Fried Green Tomatoes'' and ''Up Close and Personal''), not by Yost. ''I don't have that kind of juice yet,'' Yost says. CBS ordered ''In
the Echo'' as a 25-minute ''presentation,'' somewhere between a preview and the show itself. Since pilot season is a financial bath for the
networks, they have begun trimming budgets and length. While standard hourlong pilots run $2.5 million to $3 million, presentations cost $1.8
million to $2.2 million.

Anders wasn't phased by CBS's call. The funds for just the presentation of ''In the Echo'' were still better than her entire budget for ''Things
Behind the Sun.'' ''It's like making a demo for a record company,'' she says. ''I'm sure bands say, 'Why can't we just do the record?' But it makes it
more manageable for the network.''

Not everyone agrees with Anders, though. David Janollari, an executive producer of ''In the Echo,'' argues that presentations are ''severely
handicapping'' to a show's chances of making the schedule. ''A 50- to 60-page pilot script gets cut to 25 to 40 pages,'' he says. ''Inevitably things
get lost and truncated, and you don't have all the tools to sell it to the networks.'' If a presentation gets picked up, the hedged bet doesn't end up
saving money, he adds. ''In success, a presentation probably costs more than a regular pilot because you have to shoot more. In failure, it's much
cheaper, much less risky.''

As investments go, television shows are long shots. So the risk needs to be divvied up. Studios, like Warner Brothers or DreamWorks, make the
shows, and networks, like ABC or NBC, license them through an improbable system called ''deficit financing,'' in which the networks pay a fee for
the program that amounts to 70 to 80 percent of the cost of making it. The studio covers the remainder. If, for example, a 30-minute sitcom
costs about $1.6 million a week to produce, the network might pay $1.2 million to run it, with the studio fronting the other $400,000. (The
studio's costs could go up to $700,000 a week for an hourlong drama.) It works like this partly because it works like this -- It's an age-old
system, and it's not going to change,'' one executive told me -- but also because it's the best technique to coerce the studios to develop good shows
and not just mindless fodder.

Studios see no real rewards for their investment until four years out, when a show hits its transfiguring 88th episode. This is variously referred to
as ''the mother lode,'' ''the jackpot'' or ''Valhalla'' and is why everyone gets involved in television. With 88 episodes available to sell, studios can
syndicate the show to local stations and overseas. A successful comedy can garner $2 million an episode, and a single hit underwrites years of
failures. ''Everyone wants that because you hear about these huge checks,'' Yost says. ''But the motivating thing has to be the work.'' Anything less
than four years is a waste, Janollari says: ''You don't want to be in the business of making shows that run two or three years and disappear or
you're losing money hand over fist.''

One reason sitcoms survive despite the limitations of the form -- like disposable plots or lack of character development -- is that these are
precisely what make them ideal for syndication. They can be run back to back in any order at any time, the caulking of television. This is why
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some shows, like UPN's ''Moesha,'' crawl along the bottom of the Nielsens -- and cross the syndication threshold, and six years of irrelevance pay
off.

Once the networks order pilots, the crush begins. ''There are 50 pilots competing for the same pool of actors, the same pool of directors, the same
stages,'' Janollari says. ''It's a feeding frenzy.'' Networks demand total involvement. Actors in ''holding deals'' can end up cycling through pilots
like human reruns until one goes. George Clooney was cast in 15 failed pilots before ''E.R.'' went to series in 1994. Don Johnson was in five before
''Miami Vice.'' Every year, an actor comes out of nowhere and brings a bidding war with him. Lurie was asked by ABC to consider a young actor
for the male love interest. ''ABC really wanted this guy. So did NBC. And CBS. And Fox,'' Lurie says. ''This is a kid who had no track record
whatsoever -- and his price was astronomical. He asked for his points. I said, 'Is this Tom Cruise?' I found myself trying to get this guy, and I had
no clue why.'' (Ultimately, the deal fell through.)

To play the young Congressional candidate on ''The Capital City,'' Lurie picked Leslie Bibb, a 28-year-old star from WB's defunct ''Popular.'' ''She
blew the doors off,'' Lurie says. The lead in ''In the Echo,'' the probation officer, went to Marcia Gay Harden, who starred on ''The Education of
Max Bickford,'' which made its debut last fall but did not make it to the next season. The ensemble drama ''Boomtown'' relied less on any specific
star as on an array of stars. Yost wrote one detective role for Donnie Wahlberg, a ''Band of Brothers'' alum, who accepted. But casting the district
attorney, a pivotal character who opens the show with a news conference, proved difficult. At the last minute, Yost remembered Neal
McDonough from ''Band of Brothers,'' and they brought him in.

Usually, when an actor ''goes to network,'' he performs in a small room with dozens of executives jammed around him. There is 30 seconds of
chitchat and introductions, and then the actor has one quick shot to show what he can do. ''Neal went through the whole thing like a politician,
even doing the thumb thing with his hand,'' Yost says. ''He finishes his line, nods and walks out. There was no chitchat, no nothing. The door
shuts behind him, and Jeff Zucker'' -- president of NBC Entertainment -- said, 'Start shooting.'''

In March and early April, Yost and Avnet, the director, spent 15 days shooting in downtown Los Angeles. Just blocks away, in Echo Park, Anders
spent eight days. Lurie flew his cast and crew to Richmond, Va., for 17 days. The shows were edited, the titles fiddled with -- In the Echo''
became ''Saints and Sinners'' because the network thought the former was too obscure -- and they were delivered the last two weeks of April.

Then Yost got a call from NBC -- Jeff Zucker wanted an additional scene in the ''fourth act.'' Two stray characters who had essentially been
abandoned early in the script needed to be brought back in at the end to make a tidy package, he said. ''Everyone's lives had ended a month
before,'' Yost says. ''But in two hours we had half the crew back.''

Zucker's recommendations turned a smart, if standard, police procedural into a remarkable bit of narrative engineering. Yost was not deterred
by this 11th-hour intervention and considered the crash of collaboration ''incredibly fun,'' as if he were playing an elaborate game that is
satisfying specifically because it plays fast and you don't play alone.

Anders, however, was understandably strung out by the pace. By the time she was done, she says, ''I was so tired, I was, like, 'Whatever.'''
Texturally, her show has her indelible signature, suffused with music from the Hives, the Flying Burrito Brothers and Sonic Youth and more
diversity in the cast than practically anywhere else on TV. But at 40 minutes in length, ''Saints and Sinners'' is not, by any stretch, a presentation.
Anders committed to making the emotional intersection of her probation officer and kid authentic. In doing so, she did in 8 days what everyone
else did in about twice as long. Still, Anders felt constrained by the cumbersome bureaucracy of television -- the big crews, the necessity of
securing proper permits for everything. ''I kept hearing, 'Do it guerrilla, do it guerrilla-style,' but I wasn't really able to do what I could have done
with the smaller crew and a couple of digital video cameras.''

Every pilot gets ''tested'' -- this is an essential part of the pilot season, since it is as scientific as any unscientific industry gets. It is the networks'
chance to check their instinct against audiences.

In April 2001, to escape L.A.'s ''contaminated sample'' -- too many locals are either employed by the television industry or incredibly cynical
about it -- CBS opened a testing facility in Las Vegas, at the MGM Grand, called Television City. Every demographic plays there, and test
screeners can be lured with $10 gift certificates for CBS pens and ''Letterman'' caps. It's a modest operation, with two screening rooms for
program testing and two focus-group rooms. Securing diverse preview audiences here isn't hard. ''In every 200 people, we have over 30 states
represented,'' says David Poltrack, head of research at CBS, who created the Television City center. ''You can find people who stay at Motel 6 and
eat at buffets or people who are staying at Bellagio.''

When I visit the drab testing rooms, in each one four rows of chairs are aligned with desktop monitors, facing a large-screen television on an
altar. Here, each screener first encounters the Dial, the most storied and lasting component of television research. It's really more of a paddle
with a small dial at the top and an L.E.D. screen that currently reads 50 -- zero means ''tune out'' and 100 ''riveting.'' The dial is used to get
instantaneous feedback on how screeners are responding to the show, moment by moment. For all our years of listening to television, this is our
one moment to talk back.

An attendant plays that day's first pilot -- Abby,'' a sitcom about a young black woman who breaks up with her arrogant white boyfriend but
continues to live with him. It was implausible and oddly cruel, but I gave it points for the interracial relationship: my dial rode at 20 the entire
time, except for the sly sexual references that earned it a brief 30. After the show, each screener answers questions on the touch-screen monitors.
''Was 'Abby' a) silly in a good way, b) silly in a bad way, c) boring, d) competent,'' the monitor asks, as if communicating that ''Abby'''s
''competence'' was somehow relevant. The questionnaire probes for some biographical materials but, surprisingly, nothing about income. ''People
are less willing to give you their income, or they exaggerate it,'' Poltrack says. ''The real defining characteristic is education. The guy who makes
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$1 million who never graduated from college watches TV like other people who never graduated from college.''

The dial results reflect the lowest common denominator, and they are consulted with Talmudic attention. ''The studio keeps saying, 'Don't worry
about the test results,''' says Marc Frydman, Lurie's producing partner. ''But then all you hear about are the test results.'' Leslie Bibb of ''The
Capital City'' tested ''off the charts,'' not because she's a smart actor with good comic timing but probably because the show features the former
model in a shower scene. Even the quickest flash of skin sends the dial upward. The technology can track male versus female responses, and a
scene in which one senator slaps another rated high with men -- All the guys went up; they loved it,'' Lurie says -- and not with women, who
much preferred Bibb's first kiss. Anders found that the dial responses matched her own suspicions. ''We knew the show was a little tattered at the
end, and audiences were lost in an area that I already knew was structurally problematic,'' she says. ''It helped to switch things around.''

Only one show testing in Las Vegas that day, CBS's ''Presidio Med,'' would make it to the fall schedule. Created by the ''E.R.'' producing team of
John Wells and Lydia Woodward, it's an example of a perfect test-group show in that it is, at heart, just like other television shows. It's a hoary
rule of research that shows test the best when they feel familiar or remind people of other shows. ''Presidio Med'' is blatantly ''E.R.'' in San
Francisco with an all-female cast and better light. It has a near-identical pace and throbbing music during the infant resuscitation. But despite
my best defenses, ''Presidio Med'' worked on me. When the rousing Dido song surged at the end, I found myself moved and teary-eyed. In front
of me, three young black women rammed their dials up to 100 and turned to one another, saying, ''This show is the best.'' The three college-age
males behind me had their dials at zero and looked bored. I looked down at my own dial. It was still at 50.

That disjunction, that I never moved my dial at all during a show I loved, reveals the limitations of the technology. When we don't respond to a
show, we're trained to turn the channel, to disengage. When we're engrossed, we pay attention, and turning a dial is utterly unintuitive. For all
the money pumped into the facility, the technology can't exactly tell what works, only what doesn't. ''The negative is more important than the
positive,'' Poltrack admits. ''We want to find out what it is that really turns you off about a show and where did you lose interest. If you get a
show like 'C.S.I.,' you have this gradual buildup. But if you were to visually look at its dial chart, you wouldn't see a lot going on. People are not
saying, 'I'm gradually getting more engrossed; I'm going to keep turning the dial.' It doesn't work like that.''

By the second week in May, the news leaks out about the killed pilots, and when that happens, as a writer-creator you either disconnect or you
grieve. In the spring of 2000, Ben Stiller, Owen Wilson and Jack Black made a pilot for Fox called ''Heat Vision and Jack,'' which was summarily
killed. The show was written and created by two 20-something comic-book writers, Rob Schrab and Dan Harmon, who came to Los Angeles in a
turnip truck from Milwaukee. If it can be said that there are ''victims'' of pilot season, these two are it, and the failure of ''Heat Vision and Jack''
is a kind of cautionary tale for what happens during pilot season, which is that creative people begin to care about their projects, and that is a
dangerous thing. ''We wrote this joyful story as a joke,'' says the bearded 29-year-old Harmon, ''and we got tricked into caring so much.''

Within the television world, ''Heat Vision and Jack'' is considered one of the best pilots that never made it. Directed by Stiller, it is the comedic
story of an astronaut (Black) who was exposed to ''inappropriate'' levels of solar radiation and travels the world with his talking motorcycle, Heat
Vision (the voice of Wilson). Heat Vision has been fused with the spirit of his slacker roommate, just as ''Heat Vision and Jack'' has been fused
with the spirit of ''Knight Rider,'' ''Manimal'' and every other schlock action-adventure television program you can name.

Fox executives raved about it until they saw it. It tested poorly. It was ''too smart for the room.'' When the creators got the news of its demise, ''I
went out into the parking lot and cried like a baby,'' says the 32-year-old Schrab. Over lunch, he pulls out a scrapbook of all his ''Heat Vision''
memorabilia, including sketches for Jack's costume and fonts for the title sequence. Looking at this scrapbook, it's plain that even though ''Heat
Vision'''s life ended two years ago, it is very much alive for its creators. In one way, it actually is alive -- the studio that initially financed the pilot
is now developing a film version but without Stiller, Wilson, Black or Schrab and Harmon. Schrab and Harmon still get advised in meetings with
executives, ''Let's not 'Heat Vision and Jack' this,'' as if making something that you loved were a problem. It's a bitter lesson, says the now
reclusive Harmon. ''I was lured out into the world, and they hit me over the head with a hammer.''

On Friday, May 11, Yost went into his office, and the answering machine had nine messages advising that he would find out the fate of
''Boomtown'' in 30 minutes. Two hours later, the network called. ''It was very anticlimactic,'' Yost says. ''They said: 'Pack your bags. We'll see you
in New York on Monday.'''

''Boomtown,'' which is scheduled to run at 10 p.m. on Sundays, got an order for 13 episodes. Like most television shows, the network would wait
to see how it fared in the fall and then order ''the back nine'' episodes for spring should it hold up. Yost would be committed for two years. ''It's a
very happy prison sentence,'' he says.

''The Capital City'' and ''Saints and Sinners'' did not make the fall schedule, though officially both are held as potential midseason replacements,
a way of softening the blow. ''Sometimes you get the call, 'We're not going to pick you up,''' Janollari says. ''We didn't get that call.'' Contracts
make it possible for networks to order shows into production all the way into December, so the creators are kept on retainer. The reasons for not
getting picked up are manifold, and a strong point of view can even work against you. This year, ABC has taken steps to make its programming
more family-friendly; ''The Capital City'' portrays premarital sex and a bombing raid in Colombia by the United States military. ''In the beginning
of the year, the network might be looking for family shows, and then halfway through the year when their family shows aren't doing well, they
might decide they don't want them,'' says Rick Rosen, a partner of the Endeavor talent agency, which represents Aaron Sorkin and David E.
Kelley. ''Or they can have too many good pilots for too few slots. It can be so many things.''

Lurie says he had hoped to be midseason anyway, so his show ''could avoid the thousand herds in the fall'' and the competition for press.
Though he doesn't have the official green light, ABC has let him know the show is still in the loop for consideration.
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The possibility of a resurrection for ''Saints and Sinners'' is less likely, since Anders herself already talks about it in the past tense and CBS isn't
calling. In her sun-drenched living room, Anders reclines on her couch and points out the bronzed Peabody Award she just won for ''Things
Behind the Sun.'' She shakes her head at the paradox of her nearly simultaneous recognition and rejection. There's a genuine sadness to her
voice about the fate of ''Saints and Sinners.'' This is because she did with the show what she does with her art, and that is to open up. ''Saints and
Sinners'' is a show about her neighborhood, her son, one daughter's dyslexia and the other daughter's musical ambition. It was a show about
Allison Anders, and to fail with it is to feel, justifiably, judged. ''I'll show it to my mother and some friends, and that will be it,'' Anders says with a
sigh. ''Ruben will always have it.''

Filmmakers are expected to care about their films -- it is the only way to commit 15 months to a single script, a lone idea. Television executives,
meanwhile, prepare a spray of good ideas, hoping one or two will hit, comfortable with the creative sloppiness. It's a brutal process, but even
Anders is hooked. ''I've learned so much,'' she says. ''I definitely want to do it again.''


